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Council File #14-0346

Lucy Lin <lylin1@gmail.com>
To: john.white@lacity.org

Wed, Apr 23, 2014 at 8:52 AM

Los Angeles City Council

Re: Council File No. 14-0346

Please accept this letter opposing the application for public convenience or necessity (PCN). The operation of
another bar, that features live entertainment, amplified music, and business hours that extend to at least 1:00-
2:00 in the morning will result in regular complaints from nearby residents regarding, among other things, the
unacceptable noise and safety concerns. This will result in the increased use of police resources to address
those complaints.

The proposed use of 361 S. Fairfax as a bar and grill is identical to that of the previous business that operated at
this address, Sheddy's Parlour. While the applicant for the proposed bar and grill claims to have been an
exemplary member of the Mid-City community for many years the evidence is to the contrary, because we've
complained about fights, noise, loitering, littering, and the hours of operation since May 2013. The operation of
Sheddy's resulted in these and other issues that negatively affected the residents within the immediate
community. Again those issues include but are not limited to: noise related complaints; safety concerns;
unauthorized use of private parking spaces; and general neighborhood cleanliness/aesthetics. A more detailed
explanation follows below.

We regularly had to call the police with noise related complaints regarding Sheddy's. The noise came from both
live and recorded music played at volumes that prevented adults from sleeping in athird floor bedroom located in
the condominiums on the West side of the alley behind the bar. (See YELP reviews that verifY live musical acts
and DJs on various nights) The noise could be heard 7 nights a week starting around 9:00 pm and usually
continued until at least 2:00 am, but on occasion until 5:00 or 6:00 am. The business seemed to never close.

Another noise related complaint arose because the business owner configured a permanent smoking patio in a
portion of the parking lot located in the back of the building complete with seating and lighting for patrons and
staff alike to sit, drink, smoke and socialize. (See YELP reviews for verification Elissa 0 12/1/2008) Nightly, large
groups of people would congregate and socialize in a manner that would become loud and boisterous until 2:00
AM and beyond. On occasion food trucks parked in the parking lot and served food to patrons as they
congregated and socialized again until 1:00-2:00 am during both weeknights and weekends. These conversations
would be so loud that it prevented the opening of the windows in my condo during warm nights simply because of
the unacceptable volume generated by the business and its patrons. To date, the fence used to enclose the patio
is still physically in place. In the future, patrons from the proposed bar will likely use

As previously mentioned the prior business owner kept the establishment open until 5-6 in the morning 7 nights a
week. This led to several additional problems. The staff would regularly dispose of glass bottles throughout the



night. Ha\ling to listen to load after load of glass bottles being dumped into a trash container multiple times
throughout the night is unacceptable. A new bar will have to do the same thing, so the noise from the disposal of
bottles would likely continue. In addition, there were at least 3-4 fights in the parking lot and alley between
patrons or staff from the bar. One YELP re\liewer even called the police because the previous owner assaulted her
and her party. (See YELP reviews Ashley V. 1/15/2011)

Calling the police to deal with the above-described problems became the norm rather than the exception.
Sometimes they would address the complaints but they often refused unless there was criminal conduct (l.e. fist-
fights and other heated altercations) or amplified music. But not for noise generated by large groups congregating
on the patio and parking lot. Instead they would instruct us to notify the local Chamber of Commerce in hopes
they would do something about it. We cannot continue to live under conditions where our complaints are not
addressed. We already tried to be patient and allow the process to work with Sheddy's and thus aren't willing to
take the chance with a new similar venture that wifl likely pose the same issues.

Since Sheddy's closed all of the issues described above have stopped. We don't want to and shouldn't have to
go through these problems again. It should be noted that all 9 of the other businesses located in the immediate
'vicinity, including two restaurants, 2 nail shops, a mailbox/ups/fed-ex drop off, a drycleaner and a sign-maker
operate during normal business hours (between 7:00 AM and 8:00 PM) and don't generate any of these
complaints. None of these businesses sell alcohol for on site consumption. The proposed address for this bar is
too close to a residential area. We already have a blueprint of what is likely to happen should another bar open
here. For that reason, I'd oppose any establishment that seeks to operate at this address and sell alcoholic
beverages.

It should also be noted that all of the other local businesses that sell alcohol within 600 feet of the premises
(Mercado, Andre's Italian Restaurant, Planet Dailies, Short Order, Mendocino Farms, Ulysses Voyage, Mr.
Marcell Cheese Shop, Farmer's Market Grocery Strouts, CVS, Wholefoods Market, Trader Joes) as disclosed
within the applicants request for Public Convenience and Necessity all close by 10:00 or 11 :00 PM. While we'd
rather that there not be a business that sells alcohol steps away from our residence a reasonable compromise
would be for the place to close by 10:00 or 11:00 PM nightly. Furthermore, the rear door shouldn't be used for
ingress/egress by bar patrons nor should there be a smoking patio in the rear.

Thank you,

Lucy

Lucy Lin

7916 Blackbum Ave #9

Los Angeles, CA 90048

John White <john.white@lacity.org>
To: Shawn Bayliss <shawn.bayliss@lacity.org>

FYI, a letter of opposition to the Blue Collar PCN.
[Quoted text hidden]

Wed, Apr 23, 2014 at 9:07 AM

John A. White
Legislative Assistant
Public Safety Committee


